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Facility Owner Information 

 VEOLIA North America d.b.a. VEOLIA ES Technical Solutions L.L.C. 
 53 State Street, 14th Floor 
 Boston, MA 02109 
 
Operator Information 

 VEOLIA ES Technical Solutions, LLC. 
 241 W. Laurel Street 
 Colton, CA 92324 
 (909) 370-0730 
 
VEOLIA acquired Thermal Combustion Innovators (TCI) in February 2019. 
 

VEOLIA ES Technical Solutions, LLC (VEOLIA) is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
VEOLIA North America and is in the business of medical waste collection, storage and 
transfer, transport, treatment and disposal.  VEOLIA is operating as an off-site medical 
waste treatment and transfer facility serving generators of medical waste. 
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Compliance History: 

No operational compliance violations with local, state or federal laws and regulations 
have occurred at VEOLIA’s facilities over the last three years.  VEOLIA’s most recent 
inspection, resulted in no violation observed in its operations and deemed that it was in 
compliance with the requirements of the California Medical Waste Management Act. 
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Facility Information: 

VEOLIA currently operates three autoclaves and the approximate maximum rated 
capacity is based from the manufacturer’s estimate.  VEOLIA could potentially treat up 
to 1,200 pounds per cycle for a single unit.   
 
The three autoclaves for the treatment of medical waste according to procedures 
prescribed by the Medical Waste Management Act which the site will process all bio-
hazardous and bio-sharp waste.  In addition, VEOLIA has been approved to dispose of 
placenta waste using autoclave as an alternate treatment technology.   All treatment 
technology utilized at VEOLIA uses steam sterilization and the autoclaves reach 
temperatures of 280 degrees.  All waste that has been processed, will be placed in a 
compactor and disposed of in a landfill, generally within 24 hours. 
 
VEOLIA’s customer have shown interest in finding new methods for the treated medical 
waste since customer want to minimize impact in landfills.  Depending on customer 
request and needs VEOLIA may bring treated medical waste for final disposition to a 
waste to energy site.  This will only be used after the medical waste has been treated by 
VEOLIA and no longer meets the definition of medical waste. 
 
VEOLIA may also store and transfer medical waste that requires to be treated, utilizing 
high heat treatment technology. VEOLIA employees will segregate waste and be stored 
on-site in transfer trailers which are refrigerated.  These trailers are permanently 
stationed at the site.  
 
VEOLIA employs various measures to prevent unauthorized material from being stored 
or treated at its facility. 
 
First, VEOLIA provides comprehensive customer notifications, education services, in-
service programs and packaging policies to our customers, and to prospective 
customers, delineating proper waste categories and packaging requirements. 
 
Second, it is clearly stated in VEOLIA’s service agreement with its clients that no other 
waste, other than medical waste, is to be presented to VEOLIA for collection and 
pickup. 
 
Third, VEOLIA employs several “critical control check points” to monitor all waste 
received at VEOLIA and to discover any unacceptable materials that may have 
inadvertently been provided to VEOLIA. 
 
The first critical control checkpoint is provided by trained VEOLIA drivers.  Our drivers 
provide a cursory inspection of medical waste prior to pick up and transportation.  They 
look for anything obvious to the naked eye.  By example, when drivers remove the lid 
and visually inspect its contents, they sometimes discover loose sharps in barrels (not 
packaged in sharps containers), hazardous waste in barrels, formaldehyde in barrels, 
loose liquid (i.e. blood) on bags or in barrels, improperly packaged waste, etc.  
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Inappropriate waste or improperly packaged waste can on occasion be found by our 
drivers and subsequently rejected at the point of generation. 
 
The second critical control point is that VEOLIA has developed and utilizes a unique 
barrel-waste color-coding and labeling system.  All waste received at the facility is 
tracked to the generator’s location.  Barrels are color-coded red and properly labeled for 
biohazardous red-bag and sharps wastes, yellow for trace-chemotherapy waste, white 
for pathology/anatomical human tissue wastes and animal carcass/specimen wastes 
and gray for outdated/spent pharmaceuticals and medicines.  Each barrel color group is 
marked with a different series of serial numbers.  This system of barrel colors and 
labeling greatly enhances the accuracy level for proper waste segregation for 
appropriate treatment systems as prescribed by law. 
 
The third critical control point is when medical waste is first off-loaded and staged at the 
VEOLIA treatment facility.  Here, all waste is monitored for improper levels of 
radioactivity by plant personnel using a Ludlum Model 3 survey detector.  VEOLIA is not 
authorized to accept or process radioactive material. All radioactive materials that was 
inadvertently received shall be returned to the generator by either a licensed radioactive 
waste transporter or by the generating facility’s RSO (or designee) directly transporting 
the waste from VEOLIA back to their respective facility.  Details regarding the survey 
meter is discussed in the monitoring and maintenance section of this document. 
 
A fourth critical control checkpoint is within our transfer station activities.  As waste is 
prepared for proper transfer, outside packaging surfaces are closely examined.  Further, 
any waste not properly packaged or labeled is closely examined to determine what 
waste category it is.  Any waste that does not look usual and customary is examined by 
VEOLIA supervisors.  Pharmaceuticals are examined by supervisors, daily, for the 
express purpose of ensuring that no hazardous substances exist within the waste load.  
If any inappropriate waste is discovered, then the waste is temporarily replaced back 
into the barrel that it was picked up, the generator is promptly identified, the waste is 
moved to the holding area for inappropriate waste and VEOLIA management contacts 
the generator to determine either the appropriate steps to either return back to 
generator or with the permission of the generator, send to an appropriate hazardous 
waste treatment facility. 
 
A fifth critical control checkpoint is performed after radiation scanning, waste weighing 
and staging of the waste for autoclave operations.  Prior to waste being dumped into 
autoclave carts, waste is visually examined in the barrel with the lid removed.  If 
anything looks out of the ordinary, not usual or customary, or contained in inappropriate 
medical waste packaging, the waste and the barrel are immediately set aside.  A 
VEOLIA supervisor is summoned directly for assistance.  A determination is made as to 
whether the waste is acceptable, or not.  If not, then the waste is set aside as described 
above. 
 
A sixth critical control checkpoint is utilized when the waste is dumped from the barrel 
into the autoclave cart.  Waste packages are visually examined for anything that looks 
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out of the ordinary or inappropriate.  A VEOLIA supervisor is promptly summoned for 
determination if waste initially appears inappropriate.  If any waste is found 
inappropriate, then tools are used to retrieve the waste from the autoclave cart back into 
the VEOLIA barrel that originally contained the waste.  Then, the above-described 
measures ensue. 
 
A seventh critical control checkpoint is utilized by VEOLIA personnel to keep 
unauthorized waste from being deposited into a class III landfill, even though it has 
been treated by VEOLIA autoclaves.  Once waste is autoclaved, bags holding the waste 
deteriorate and the waste lays open.  When waste contained in autoclave carts is 
removed from the autoclave vessels after the operational treatment cycle is complete, 
the waste is visually examined.  If any waste is found to be potentially questionable, 
then a VEOLIA supervisor is immediately summoned for a determination.  If any waste 
is found to be inappropriate, it is removed from the autoclave cart by use of tools.  It is 
then containerized into a VEOLIA barrel for temporary storage.  The waste is not 
returned to the generator because at this point VEOLIA usually cannot determine who 
the particular generator was.  VEOLIA bears the burden of having the waste properly 
repackaged and removed to an appropriate hazardous waste treatment facility by use of 
expert outside contractors who specialize in this field.  If the generator of the waste can 
be determined, then the waste is returned back to the generator as previously described 
above.  It is rare that VEOLIA finds inappropriate waste at the seventh critical control 
checkpoint. 
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Facility Site Plan:  

VEOLIA’s facility is located in the City of Colton, San Bernardino County, California in a 
designated and zoned industrial area.  VEOLIA’s operations meet the zoning criteria for 
this area and the general plan for land use in the City of Colton.  This area is also within 
a State sponsored economic recovery zone, called the “San Bernardino Valley 
Enterprise Zone.” 
 
VEOLIA owns two separate but adjacent parcels of land that share a common 
ingress/egress easement with developed buildings and improvements.  The Postal 
addresses for the two properties are 241 and 255 West Laurel Street, Colton, CA 
92324.  The 255 West Laurel Street property has a permanent City easement on the 
west side of the property which provides access for the underground utilities located in 
the alley easement. VEOLIA and the City maintain the easement and keep the area 
secured at all times.  The City power station formerly located north of the 241 and 255 
parcels has been removed and the area developed into parking for VEOLIA vehicles. 
This is shown in Appendix A: “Facility Site Plans.”   
 
The 241 West Laurel Street building is a 40’ x 250’ (10,000 ft2) metal building located on 
a parcel that is 100’ wide (including 20’ of shared easement) x 301’ long.  The outside 
medical waste treatment area containing autoclaves and other waste handling 
equipment is located directly North and behind this building.  The treatment area is 100’ 
wide x 65’ deep, and is completely enclosed by a 6-foot high chain link fence, topped 
with sections of barbed wire.  A 14 foot tall block wall is the eastern property boundary 
for this area.  An asphalt parking lot and truck access area runs along the west side of 
the building, 80’ wide and 150’ long from curb to sliding gate of the treatment area.  The 
241 West Laurel building houses approximately 6,000 ft2 of warehouse, repair shop and 
storage space and approximately 2,000 ft2 of office space and 2,000 ft2 of indoor 
building space housing two boilers, two barrel washers, a barrel washing area, waste 
storage area, a restroom, and a clothes washer and dryer.  This building is fully 
sprinklered and contains seven fire extinguishers.  The building has four roll-up doors 
and three man-doors for access.   
 
The 255 West Laurel building is a 40’ x 117’ metal building situated on a parcel that is 
approximately 100’ wide (including 20’ of shared easement) x 301’ long.  The building is 
approximately 4,750 ft2 with approximately 2,350 ft2 of refurbished office space and 
2,400 ft2 of additional warehouse space used by VEOLIA.  The office space in this 
building is secondary to that in the 241 West Laurel building.  This building has three 
roll-up doors and three man-doors for access.  The rest of the property to the rear of this 
building has a strong (4” thick) concrete slab.  The area is used for truck parking and 
transfer station trailer.  The property is bordered by a 6 ft high chain link fence topped 
with barbed wire for security.  This building is used for storage of pharmaceutical 
medical waste under extremely secure conditions that include: lock and key with an 
alarm system featuring motion sensors, entry sensors, and broken glass detection 
features, monitored on a 24/7 basis. An access lock Knox box for emergency entry by 
fire and police personnel is also provided.  
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Apendix A 
Facility Site Plan 
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Appendix C 
Insurance 
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